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From global to national estimates

The 10 countries with the highest prevalence of modern slavery are:

North Korea1.

Eritrea2.

Mauritania3.

Saudi Arabia4.

Türkiye5.

Tajikistan6.

United Arab Emirates7.

Russia8.

Afghanistan9.

Kuwait10.

These 10 countries share some political, social, and economic characteristics,

including limited protections for civil liberties and human rights. 



slavery into today's forms

legal ownership -  replaced by illegal control, often

stemming from poverty and societal structures. 

This manifests in various industries like mining,

farming, and factories, with vulnerable communities

being particularly affected.

The 2023 Global Slavery Index estimates that on any given day in
2021, there were 401,000 people living in modern slavery in Thailand.
This equates to a prevalence of 5.7 people in modern slavery for every
thousand people in the country. 
Thailand has the 14th highest prevalence out of 27 countries in the
Asia Pacific region, and ranks 79 out of 160 countries globally.  



Forced labour exploitation

Forced labor and other rights abuses are widespread in Thailand’s fishing fleets
despite government commitments to comprehensive reforms : watch video click here  

https://www.hrw.org/news/2018/01/23/thailand-forced-labor-trafficking-persist-fishing-fleets


Forced commercial sexual 
exploitation of adults and children 
 

Brothel of the world 



The whitest white
colorism, class, privilege, prejudice,

discrimination…you name it
racial identity and the internalized racism that affects individuals of all
communities
the damaging effects of internalized white supremacy and the pressure to conform
to Eurocentric standards of appearance and behavior

unrealistic portrayals and prejudiced representations 
societal expectations - those who do not fit these standards feeling inadequate
societal standards of beauty and the damaging effects 
"slippery light" : a sense of racial superiority based on appearance



The whitest…everything  

societal ideals of beauty and privilege



Watch video

Not just an ad

https://youtu.be/MXSpEgGpQ2A?si=EHIj9QrVQWwRDje3


Movie recommendations in Netflix 
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